In sustainability science calls are increasing for humanity to (re-)connect with nature, yet no 23 systematic synthesis of the empirical literature on Human-Nature Connection (HNC) exists. We 
Introduction 37 38
The relationship between people and nature has attracted rising interest among scientists, given 39 evidence of health and well-being benefits from human interaction with nature [1] [2] [3] and to the 40 contribution of natural experiences to addressing sustainability challenges [4] [5] [6] . Indeed, while 41 humanity is ultimately dependent on natural resources, the urgent need for human populations 42 (particularly those in the West) to be reconnected to nature or embedded within ecological limits 43 has been recently emphasised by many sustainability scientists [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . These calls for 44 (re)connection to and embeddedness within nature have implied more than physical dependence, 45 but active development of cognitive, emotional and biophysical linkages that positively shape 46 human-nature interactions. Research on this topic has been characterised by a plurality of 47 disciplinary and conceptual perspectives, language, methods and research approaches. With this 48 heterogeneity, the literature has become fragmented, compromising the consolidation of ideas and 49 their application to practice. A first step towards consolidation is to generate a coherent overview of 50 existing scholarship. 51
52
In reviewing this literature, clear terminology is critical. We adopt the term 'Human Nature 53
Connection' (HNC) as an umbrella concept, encompassing a broad range of terms from different 54 disciplines and applications [13] , for instance connectedness with nature [14] or nature relatedness 55
[6] in environmental psychology and (re-)connection to the biosphere [7, 11] in sustainability 56 science. Some reviews of HNC have emerged recently [3, 5, 15 ], but they are couched within 57 particular disciplinary perspectives and use narrow definitions of 'connection'. In this study we 58 elected not to prescribe a strict definition of 'nature', but were guided by the perspective of articles 59 reviewed. Reviewed literature reported on places, landscapes and ecosystems that are not 60 completely dominated by people, but also include non-human organisms, species and habitats. With1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 3 this review we intend to provide a multidisciplinary space for academic and cultural integration, 62 extension and cross-fertilization. 63
64
We report the findings of systematic review of scholarly publications from a range of disciplinary 65 backgrounds that have empirically investigated HNC. We sought to (i) assess the diversity of 66 subjects, methods and motivations of research on HNC; (ii) identify clusters of papers and their 67 distinguishing characteristics; and (iii) consider how future research on HNC can better inform 68 sustainability science. 69 70 71
Methods

73
The Scopus database was queried with a search string comprised of 41 components that combined a 74 variety of terms related to 'nature', 'people' and 'connection' (see Supplementary appendix 1a for 75 full search string). The search was applied to Abstract, Title and Keywords on 16 November 2015 76 and returned 3,849 papers, which was reduced to 2,649 after restricting results to articles in English. 77
Only English literature was selected because of the difficulties in systematically reviewing literature 78 across multiple languages (e.g. the necessity of reviewers subjectively translating concepts into a 79 common language, and the loss of meaning or misinterpretation this would likely entail). Articles 80 were screened to ensure they were peer reviewed and published in an academic journal, reported on 81 empirical data (i.e. excluding reviews, conceptual papers or critical commentary), and studied a 82 type of relationship people have with green or natural environments (full inclusion criteria provided 83 in Supplementary appendix 1b). We note that since the review focussed on articles studying 84 connections between people and nature, literature that assumed this connection but did not address 85 it explicitly (e.g. some research in forestry or agriculture) was not included. Screening returned a 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 Research on HNC is increasing (Figure 1) , with 345 papers (72.6%) published from 2010 onwards. 110
Nondescript or "unspecified" forms of nature were most commonly studied (30.9%), followed 111 studies on human connections to urban nature (14.1%), and protected areas (11.9%) (Figure 2 represented discipline in the literature (29.4%), followed by the social sciences (21.4%), 134 environmental disciplines (15.2%), tourism (10.4%), education (10.3%), planning (7.0%), and 135 health (6.4%). 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 6
Multivariate analysis 140 141
Cluster analysis revealed three distinct subgroups of publications (Figure 3) , characterised by 142 different indicator variables (Table 1) . We labelled the clusters as follows: HNC as mind ( 145 143 papers), HNC as experience (178 papers), and HNC as place (152 papers). The fastest growth in 144 research over time occurred in publications in the HNC as mind cluster (Figure 1) , characterised by 145 studies that address cognitive and philosophical aspects of HNC at the individual level. These 146 studies commonly investigated students using quantitative research methods to explain, describe, 147 and predict psychological dynamics and pro-environmental behaviours. However, in this cluster the 148 concept of nature was generally undefined, and policy guidance was less common than in other 149
clusters. In contrast to HNC as mind, both HNC as experience and HNC as place focussed on 150 relationships between specific peoples and places. Our findings suggest that research on HNC is receiving increasing interest, but, being highly 164 heterogeneous, has yet to reach its full potential in supporting humanity on a pathway towards1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 7 sustainability. To this end, we propose three key priorities: (i) greater integration of complementary 166 perspectives in HNC research; (ii) further extension of HNC research; and (iii) more targeted 167 application of insights to foster sustainability transformation. 168
169
Complementarity and integration 170 171
The research clusters identified highlighted disciplinary, methodological and contextual differences 172 (Table 1) , which seem to represent co-existing epistemological positions in HNC research. The 173 HNC as mind cluster typically encapsulates an objectivist epistemology. These publications draw 174 upon theory and methods from psychology to understand nature connection as a real psychological 175 entity that affects behaviour [see ,6,14] . In contrast, the HNC as place largely operates within a 176 constructionist epistemology, with knowledge of nature connection derived through exploring 177 relational interactions between people and specific places [see also ,19]. The HNC as experience 178 cluster often adopts a subjectivist epistemology, observing and describing the uniqueness of 179 individuals' experiences of nature. These epistemological differences suggest that resolving the 180 longstanding challenge of defining nature (and non-nature) [see ,20] Of the published articles included in this review, the vast majority has largely been undertaken in 210 post-industrial, Anglo-Saxon countries. However, this result may be biased due to restricting our 211 review to articles in English. Relevant literature in non-western cultures might be published in other 212 languages and express conceptualisations of HNC that are altogether different from those dominant 213 in Anglo-Saxon cultures [26] . Thus, given the key sustainability challenges at play in the Global 214 South [27], there is an urgent need for more research from these countries, increased support for 215 publication of these studies in international journals, and extending HNC research beyond western 216 cultural framings. 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 whereby human development progress is intimately connected with stewardship of the planet. We 240 affirm these calls, and suggest that such an integrated sustainability science could greatly benefit 241 from incorporating the diverse insights from literature on HNC. These insights are critical for 242 identifying which social-ecological settings can allow people to enhance their connection with 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 10 nature, how the multiple types of HNC can foster pro-environmental behaviours, and defining both 244 the characteristics of a sustainable future and the pathways by which it can be reached. 245
246
A strong connection between people and nature is emphasised in key global sustainability 247 agreements. For example, one target under Goal 12 (responsible consumption and production) of 248 the Sustainable Development Goals is to "ensure that people everywhere have…awareness 249 for…lifestyles in harmony with nature". Similarly, Goal 11 (sustainable cities) includes a target to 250 provide "universal access to safe, inclusive and accessible, green and public spaces". The recent UN 251
New Urban Agenda also seeks to promote "healthy lifestyles in harmony with nature" [32, s 14c] . 252
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Conclusion 270 271
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